Global Educational Publisher Bundles Bestsellers in Go-to Sets for Teachers

Evan-Moor Educational Publishers introduces Trios, groups of three resources that work together to help children learn must-know skills.

Monterey, CA (January 25, 2016) — Evan-Moor Educational Publishers, a leading publisher of supplemental educational materials used in millions of U.S. classrooms and homeschools and in 90 countries, has introduced new bundles of resources called Trios.

Each Evan-Moor Trio has been thoughtfully created to provide grade 1–6 teachers with complementary resources to teach grade-level skills and to give students meaningful, effective practice of those skills.

“Evan-Moor Trios give educators a comprehensive set of lessons to differentiate instruction and teach specific skills that students must master for each grade level,” said Lisa Vitarisi Mathews, executive editor, Evan-Moor Educational Publishers.

Evan-Moor Trios include:

**Daily Practice Trio** – Grades 1–6
- Each grade level includes: *Daily Language Review, Daily Math Practice,* and *Daily Reading Comprehension*
- Daily practice helps to build language, math, and reading skills and provides teachers an informal assessment of each student’s competencies

**Language Trio** – Grades 1–5
- Three easy-to-use resources work together to ensure that students master language skills and acquire vocabulary
**Reading Comprehension Trio** – Grades 1–6
• Each grade level includes: *Reading Informational Text, Reading Literary Text,* and *Reading Paired Text*
• This trio provides 35 leveled text selections for each grade level, plus guided practice to improve comprehension. The variety of text structures and elements provides students with valuable reading experiences.

**Early Learning Trio** – Grade PreK
• Includes: *Everyday Literacy: Reading and Writing, Alphabet Puppets,* and *Take It to Your Seat Phonics Centers*
• A mix of direct instruction, puppets, rhymes, and hands-on activities provide everything a teacher needs for an effective early learning program.

**Skill Sharpeners Trio** – Grades PreK–6
• Each grade level includes: *Skill Sharpeners Reading, Skill Sharpeners Math,* and *Skill Sharpeners Science*
• Full-color activity books provide a variety of tasks to reinforce essential reading, math, and science skills and concepts. These books are ideal for enrichment at home.

**About Evan-Moor**
Evan-Moor Educational Publishers has been “Helping Children Learn” since 1979, publishing high-quality resource materials for both teachers and parents across the PreK–8th-grade curriculum.

Learn more about Evan-Moor at [www.evan-moor.com](http://www.evan-moor.com).